Sturgis Guide for the Extended Essay 2010-11
Assessment Criteria with Maximum Points for Each Section

A. Research Question

2 Points

B. Introduction

2

C. Investigation

4

D. Knowledge and Understanding

4

E. Reasoned Argument

4

F. Analysis and Evaluation

4

G. Use of Subject Language

4

H. Conclusion

2

I. Formal Presentation

4

J. Abstract

2

K. Holistic Judgment

4

Total Points

36

Word Count: 4,000 is the limit including the introduction, body, conclusion and quotations.
The word count does NOT include:

Abstract
Acknowledgments
Table of Contents
Maps, charts, diagrams, annotated illustrations and tables
Equations, formulas and calculations
Citations/references (whether parenthetical or numbered)
Footnotes or endnotes
Bibliography
Appendices

Structure of the Extended Essay
Listed here are the required elements
of the extended essay in order.
Please note the order in which they are
presented here is not the order
in which they should be written.
Title page
Abstract
Table of Contents
Introduction
Body (development/methods/results)
Conclusion
Bibliography
Appendices

Sample Title Page
The title of an extended essay makes the focus of the essay clear. Be exact.
The title does NOT need to be presented as a question.
Research Question should follow title.

The Marshall Plan’s Effects on the
Beginnings of European Integration
Research Question: To what extent and how did the Marshall Plan
contribute to the beginnings of European integration (1947-1957)?

Hillary Clinton
001518 - 000
International Baccalaureate Extended Essay
History (field of study)
May 2011
Sturgis Charter Public School

Word Count: 3984
(4,000 is the limit including the introduction, body, conclusion and quotations)

Abstract
This page follows immediately after the title page.

The abstract cannot be more than 300 words.
The word count must be listed at the bottom of the page.

The abstract is NOT an introduction and should be written last.
The minimum requirements for the abstract are for it to state clearly:
the research question being investigated
the scope of the investigation
the conclusions of the essay.

The abstract may include all or some of the following features:
A clear statement of the essay’s purpose and the research question.
A statement of the thesis or argument and an explanation of
the structure for the development of the thesis argument.
The conclusions reached.
Discussion of the various sources used.

The abstract should be able to stand on its own. If your essay was lost, the reader of your abstract should be able to understand what your paper was trying to convey through your central argument and organization.

Student Number

Word Count: 295
(No page number)

Table of Contents
This page follows immediately after the Abstract.
Example:
Table of Contents

Introduction………………………………………………………….. ……………...1
Max Ernst’s Art before World War II ……………………………………….2
Max Ernst’s Art during World War II ……………………………………….5
Max Ernst’s Art after the War …………………………………………………10
Conclusion…………………………………………………………..………………..12
Bibliography…………………………………………………………..……………...14

Number all pages in the body of the essay beginning with the Introduction. Page numbers in the essay must match those listed here.
Do not assign page numbers to the Title Page, Abstract and Table
of Contents.

Student Number

(no page number)

Introduction and Body of Paper

The body may have subtitles, but does not have to do so.

Each page should be numbered.

Each page should give the student’s number.

Citations can be in-text or footnotes at the bottom of the page, correctly numbered and using the citation form appropriate to the subject matter, e.g. Turabian for History, MLA for English. If you are unsure which
citation style to use, ask your advisor for advice. Online Citation Guides
are available on the Reference Room home page.

Remember to indent footnotes:
2

Louis Verneuil, The Fabulous Life of Sarah Bernhardt,
trans. Ernest Boyd (Westport,CT: Greenwood Press,1972),72-73.
The most common remark by examiners is, “Source?” If in doubt, cite.

All figures and data tables should have a number and caption:
Figure 5. The Great Mosque of Cordoba, eighth to tenth century.

Student Number

Page Number

Bibliography
Use a wide range of sources including books, articles and database resources.
List only sources that are cited in the extended essay. The bibliography is arranged alphabetically by
author’s last name or title (in the case where no author is given). Note that the second line and all following
lines of each bibliography entry should be indented.
Any sources that were not cited in the essay but were important in forming the ideas for the paper should
be mentioned in either the introduction or an acknowledgement.
Use the appropriate Citation Guide for the subject matter, e.g. Turabian for History, MLA for English. Be
consistent. If you are unsure which citation style to use, ask your advisor for advice. Online Citation Guides
are available on the Reference Room home page:

Citation Guides
APA
MLA
Turabian

Example of Bibliography in Turabian Format:
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